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STATS IN MEXICO

88% 57% 51%

65% 51% 60%
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Passes /
Accurate
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won

Aerial duels /
won

Dribbles /
complete

Total actions /
won



TEMPO OF PLAY

THe is important to accelerate
and calm down the game
because of his role of guiding the
attack. He makes movements to
get in touch with his teammates
in different heights and lanes.

BUILD-UP PHASE

He he is able to build up from the
back. He participates by moving
near the center-back’s zone,
which makes an option to
advance. He knows how to turn
around himself and to make great
oriented controls to advance.

DEFENSIVE DUELS

He recovers many balls because
of his aggressiveness. He shows
off timing to step to the ball and
put pressure on them. Also, he
uses his body well to win
defensive duels.

TACTICAL ANALYSIS



VISION OF PLAY

He is capable of making many
breaking-line passes on different
zones of the pitch. He has great
capacity to generate breaking-
line runs and passes when
building-up from the back. 

COVERAGES

He recognize when to anticipate
and make coverages on the
flanks. He has a good run off the
ball to anticipate because of his
great positional awareness.

BOX-TO-BOX 

His physical shape allows him to
be the one who places in
between the center-back and
arrives to the rival’s box at the
same time. Also, he is able to
score in the box.

TACTICAL ANALYSIS



SOCIAL MEDIA

@HIGORMERITAO

https://www.instagram.com/higormeritao/

